MINI PRO HOOPS 6+

- BACKBOARD: 16” x 10” Shatterproof Polycarbonate
- BALL: 5” PVC Basketball
- RIM: 9.5” Steel with 8 net hooks
- NET: Heavy duty red nylon
- SPRINGS: Dual steel break-away design

ITEM: 54336   PACK: 3
PRO HOOPS

- **BACKBOARD**: 18" x 12" Shatterproof Polycarbonate
- **BALL**: 5" PVC Basketball
- **RIM**: 9.5" Steel with 8 net hooks
- **NET**: Heavy duty white nylon
- **SPRINGS**: Dual steel break-away design

ITEM: 54251  PACK: 3

SHATTERPROOF BACKBOARD

SPRING LOADED FOR SLAM DUNKS

DURABLE & QUALITY STEEL RIM
LED ELECTRONIC SCORING
PRO HOOPS

- BACKBOARD: 18” x 12” Shatterproof Polycarbonate
- BALL: 5” PVC basketball
- RIM: 9.5” Steel with 8 net hooks
- SCORING: Infrared technology with bright LED screen
- NET: Heavy duty black nylon
- SPRINGS: Dual steel break-away design

ITEM: 54272  PACK: 3
SHOOT AGAIN
PRO HOOPS

- BACKBOARD: 18” x 12” Shatterproof Polycarbonate
- BALL: (2) 4” Soft foam balls
- RIM: 9.5” Steel with 8 net hooks
- NET: Heavy duty white nylon
- RETURN: 180° rotating automatic dual motor design with high and low motor speeds

ITEM: 54283   PACK: 2
DUAL SHOT
PRO HOOPS

ITEM: 54337
PACK: 2

SIZE: 29” x 12” Shatterproof polycarbonate
BALL: (2) 5” PVC Basketballs
RIM: 9.5” Steel with 8 net hooks
SCORING: Infrared technology with bright LED screen
NET: Heavy duty black nylon
SPRINGS: Dual steel break-away design

NEW!

ENGINEERED TO FIT MOST DOORS
ELECTRONIC SCORING
BRIGHT LED’S

6+ 3x
REBOUND PRO HOOPS

- **SIZE:** Perfect 5’ x 3’ x 5’ design
- **BALL:** (4) 5” PVC Basketballs
- **RIM:** 9.5” Steel with 8 net hooks
- **SCORING:** Infrared technology with bright LED screen
- **NET:** Heavy duty black nylon
- **PACKAGING:** Full color hood

**ITEM:** 54315  **PACK:** 1

---

**SENSOR ACTIVATED LED SCORING**

**HEAVY DUTY QUALITY STEEL FRAME**

**AUTHENTIC LOOK 5” BALLS**

---

INDOOR SPORTS 2022
**HOOPS TO GO® BASKETBALL**

- **BACKBOARD:** 18” x 12” Full color graphic
- **BALL:** (2) 4” Orange PVC basketballs
- **HOOP:** Single 8” plastic break-away design
- **SCORING:** Lever actuated scoring with bright LED screen
- **HEIGHT:** Door attachment with multiple height adjustments

ITEM: 13598   PACK: 4

**FUTURE CHAMPS BASKETBALL HOOP SET**

- **BACKBOARD:** Heavy duty 10.5” x 8.5” easily attaches to most doors
- **BALL:** 4” PVC basketball
- **HOOP:** Spring loaded “Break-away” rim

ITEM: 6619   PACK: 6

**ANYWHERE BASKETBALL ARCADE**

- **SCORING:** Electronic scoring sensors with LED readout screen
- **SIZE:** Fun filled 21” x 10.5” x 21”
- **DESIGN:** Easy assemble frame with stable locking legs
- **NET:** Quick attach nylon net
- **BALLS:** (2) Authentic arcade balls

ITEM: 54280   PACK: 4
TARGET TOSS

- **TARGET:** Huge 36” x 24” graphic
- **SET UP:** Quick tool-free assembly
- **SCORING:** (7) Built-in self-stick scoring targets
- **ACCESSORIES:** (3) Mini foam footballs OR (3) mini foam baseballs

6+

| FOOTBALL | ITEM: 6872 | PACK: 6 |
| BASEBALL | ITEM: 6881 | PACK: 6 |

NEW!

**MLB DOOR SPORTS BASEBALL TARGET**

- **TARGET:** Huge MLB branded 36” x 24” graphic
- **SETUP:** Assembles in under 5 minutes and fits on all common doors
- **SCORING:** (6) Built-in self-stick targets
- **ACCESSORIES:** (3) Mini foam baseballs

6+

| ITEM: 54360 | PACK: 6 |

NEW!

**NFL DOOR SPORTS FOOTBALL TARGET**

- **TARGET:** Huge NFL branded 36” x 24” graphic
- **SETUP:** Assembles in under 5 minutes and fits on all common doors
- **SCORING:** (5) Built-in self-stick targets
- **ACCESSORIES:** (3) Mini foam footballs

6+

| ITEM: 54359 | PACK: 6 |
BATTLE BUCKETS

- **PLAYERS**: Fast action 2+ player game
- **TOOL FREE**: Assembles with a few simple clicks
- **DESIGN**: Multi-level layout for more exciting play
- **BALLS**: (8) 38mm color coded balls
- **BUCKETS**: (25) Mini buckets
- **BASE**: (4) Locking bucket bases and (1) bucket balance shifter
- **SIZE**: 18.375” x 18.375”

**ITEM**: 54244  **PACK**: 6

8+

3 WAYS TO PLAY!

**TRADITIONAL**  **2 VS 2**  **ISLANDS**
**5 IN 1 SPORTS CENTER**

- **GAMES**: Five fun packed games
- **SIZE**: Kid friendly 18.5" x 10.5"
- **TOOL FREE**: Comes out of the box ready to play

**ITEM: 55999  PACK: 6**

**6+**

![5 IN 1 SPORTS CENTER](image)

**SOCCER**

**BASKETBALL**

**BILLIARDS**

**BOWLING**

**HOCKEY**

**ROLLER SPORTS WHIRL BALL**

- **SCORING**: Electronic scoring sensors with LED readout screen
- **SIZE**: Huge 16" whirlball target
- **DESIGN**: Quick deploy legs and smooth launch ramp
- **BALLS**: (2) Authentic arcade balls

**ITEM: 54239  PACK: 4**

**6+**

**3x**

![3X](image)

**FOLDING LEGS**

**MULTIPLE SCORING ZONES**

**AUTOMATIC BALL RETURN**
**WOODEN GAMES**

**2 IN 1 GAME CENTER**
- **SIZE:** 15.7” x 8.5” x 2.2”
- **GAME:** (1) 2 player hockey and (1) shuffleboard themed game
- **SCORING:** Built-in slide scoring
- **PUCKS:** (8) Precision molded launch pucks
- **FAST ACTION:** Pre-installed elastic launch cords

**ITEM: 54340**  **PACK: 4**

---

**WOODEN GAMES**

**BRICK BLOCKS**
- **SIZE:** 1.4” x 11.875” x 11.75”
- **PLAYERS:** 2 Player strategy game
- **TOOL FREE:** Comes out of the box ready to play
- **DESIGN:** Solid 100% fine pine design
- **BRICKS:** (44) Precision cut blocks
- **BASE:** Sturdy wooden structure
- **ACCESSORIES:** (2) Block chipping picks

**ITEM: 54341**  **PACK: 10**
SLINGSHOT XL

- **SIZE:** Large 24” x 18” play surface
- **TOOL FREE:** Unbox and play
- **DESIGN:** Solid 100% fine pine design
- **PUCK:** (10) Precision cut pucks
- **FAST ACTION:** Easy install elastic launch cords
- **ACCESSORIES:** (3) Easy, medium and hard puck gates

**ITEM:** 54361  **PACK:** 10

NEW!

DUELING RING TOSS

- **SIZE:** 15.75” L x 3.15” W x 12.4” H
- **DESIGN:** Solid 100% fine pine design
- **GAMEPLAY:** Fast paced ring hooking game
- **BASE:** Sturdy wooden base with felt pads
- **SCORING:** Wooden score keeper with scoring track

**ITEM:** 54342  **PACK:** 6

**ITEM:** 54361  **PACK:** 10
FOOSBALL
- **SIZE:** 20” x 12” x 4”
- **SCORING:** (2) Easy sliding scoring bars
- **DURABILITY:** Strong steel hardware and player rods
- **BALLS:** (2) Competition foosballs

ITEM: 54242  PACK: 4

AIR HOCKEY
- **SIZE:** 23.5” x 12”
- **SCORING:** (2) Easy sliding scoring bars
- **ASSEMBLY:** Fully assembled frame
- **PUCKS:** (2) Mini air hockey pucks
- **PUSHERS:** (2) Mini sized pushers

ITEM: 54243  PACK: 4

ROD HOCKEY
- **SIZE:** 21.7” x 15”
- **SCORING:** (2) Easy sliding scoring bars
- **ASSEMBLY:** Designed to assemble without tools
- **PUCKS:** (2) Mini rod hockey pucks
- **PLAYERS:** (6) Red and (6) Yellow players with large sticks

ITEM: 14040  PACK: 4
SOCCER SHOOTOUT
- **PLAYERS**: Fast action 2 player game
- **GAMEPLAY**: Ball launch levers control the paddles on the field
- **DESIGN**: Unique sloped play surface keeps the action rolling
- **BALLS**: (2) Mini soccer balls
- **BASE**: 2-Part design for optimal packaging size
- **SCORING**: Score tracker with flashing LED lights

**ITEM: 54339**
**PACK: 4**

6FT PLAY MATS
- **SIZE**: Huge 6’ long play mat
- **MATERIAL**: Slick neoprene top with anti-skid foam on bottom
- **STORAGE**: Easy roll up design

**SHUFFLEBOARD**
- (4) Red arcade themed pucks
- (4) Blue arcade themed pucks

**ITEM: 54120**
**PACK: 3**

**FOOTBALL**
- (2) White laced football pucks
- (2) Blue laced football pucks

**ITEM: 54234**
**PACK: 3**

MINI TABLE TOP BOWLING
- **SIZE**: Huge 3’ x 11.25” x 11” playing surface
- **DESIGN**: Easy roll-up for quick setup & storage
- **GAME**: Realistic mini pins & smooth rolling bowling pucks
- **SECURE**: Quick connect weighted magnetic ends

**ITEM: 54287**
**PACK: 6**
JUMBO BOXING GLOVES

- **GLOVES**: (2) Inflatable boxing gloves
- **SIZE**: Inflated Size: 20” x 13.5”

ITEM: 60181  PACK: 6

FUTURE CHAMPS

INFLATABLE PUNCHING BAG & GLOVES

- **GLOVES**: (2) Inflatable boxing glove boppers
- **BAG**: (1) Inflatable boxing bag with water-fill base
- **SIZE**: Inflated Size: 42” x 19” x 19”
- **FEATURES**: Water or sand-filled weighted base so that when you knock it down, it pops back up!

ITEM: 60176  PACK: 4

KNOCK IT DOWN! POPS BACK UP!
**MINI PUNCHING BAG & GLOVE SET**

- **Bag**: (1) Soft sport PVC punching bag with poly fill
- **Gloves**: (1) Pair of soft sport boxing gloves
- **Design**: (1) Door jam bracket with adjustable rope
- **Size**: 12” x 4.75” x 4.75”

**Item: 60175  Pack: 6**

---

**ELECTRONIC INFLATABLE BOXING BAG**

- **Game**: Boxing or Kickboxing
- **Play Options**: 1 or 2 player games with adjustable speeds and 3 skill levels!
- **Scoring**: Electronic scoring!
- **Design**: Light-up electronic sensors to keep track of hits
- **Size**: Inflated Size: 60” x 22” x 22”
- **Base**: Water-filled base for stability

**Item: 60184  Pack: 4**

---

**FOLLOW THE LIGHTS & STRIKE WHEN LIT!**

**KNOCK IT DOWN! POPS BACK UP!**
3-IN-1 SPORTS SET

- **GAMES:** Hockey, Soccer and Knee Hockey
- **GOALS:** (2) INSTA-SET® folding goals
- **HOCKEY STICKS:** (2) Size-adjustable hockey sticks
- **SOCCER BALL:** (1) Mini soccer ball
- **HOCKEY BALLS:** (1) Foam knee hockey ball and (1) regulation street hockey ball
- **PUMP:** (1) Inflation pump with needle
- **SIZE:** Assembled Size: 22” x 17.5” x 17.5”

**ITEM:** 14255  **PACK:** 6

3+

3 GAMES IN ONE!

3-IN-1 SPORTS SET

- **GAMES:** Hockey, Soccer and Knee Hockey
- **GOALS:** (2) INSTA-SET® folding goals
- **HOCKEY STICKS:** (2) Size-adjustable hockey sticks
- **SOCCER BALL:** (1) Mini soccer ball
- **HOCKEY BALLS:** (1) Foam knee hockey ball and (1) regulation street hockey ball
- **PUMP:** (1) Inflation pump with needle
- **SIZE:** Assembled Size: 22” x 17.5” x 17.5”

**ITEM:** 14255  **PACK:** 6

3+

3 GAMES IN ONE!

SPIN N PUTT GOLF

**TWO WAYS TO PLAY!**

- **GAME:** Step on the pedal to activate the spinning target holes. Press the flag to reset the balls!
- **DESIGN:** Features a built-in automatic ball return channel
- **PUTTER:** (1) 2-piece 25” golf putter
- **BALLS:** (10) Plastic golf balls
- **SIZE:** Assembled Size: 21.5” x 13.75” x 2.25”

**ITEM:** 60145  **PACK:** 2

3+

2x
FOOTBALL TARGET TOSS

- **SCORING**: (2) Easy-slide scoring bars
- **ASSEMBLY**: Quick set frame design
- **DESIGN**: Built-in catch net and ball return system
- **BALLS**: (3) Mini footballs
- **SIZE**: Assembled Size: 54” x 24”

ITEM: 54063  PACK: 3

KID’S INFLATABLE 3-HOLE FOOTBALL TARGET

Practice your football passing skills with this dynamic 3-hole target!
Throw for a touchdown or try kicking for the field goal at the top!
Everything you need to take your backyard football practice to the next level!

- **SIZE**: Huge inflatable 45” football target
- **DESIGN**: (3) 9” Target holes!
- **FEATURES**: Water or sand-filled weighted base so that when you knock it down, it pops back up!
- **FOOTBALLS**: (2) 7.25” PVC rotation molded footballs included
- **PUMP**: (1) Inflation pump with needle

ITEM: 60189  PACK: 6
RUNAWAY BEAN BAG TOSS

A more challenging, uniquely designed game that moves back and forth during play!

- **GAME:** Toss your team’s bean bags into the moving target pockets!
- **TARGET:** (1) RunAway 3-hole bean bag target
- **BEAN BAGS:** (6) Lightweight bean bags
- **DESIGN:** Motors in base for fun side to side movement
- **SIZE:** 29” x 12” x 14.5”

**ITEM:** 60273

**PACK:** 6

**RUNAWAY BASE MOVES BACK & FORTH!**
6-IN-1 KNEE SPORT GAME
KNEE VOLLEYBALL, KNEE BADMINTON, SOCCER, TARGET TOSS, KNEE HOCKEY, AND KNEE HOCKEY SHOOTOUT!

- **GAMES:** Knee Volleyball, Knee Badminton, Soccer, Target Toss, Knee Hockey and Knee Hockey Shootout
- **GOAL:** (1) Easily interchangeable net/goal
- **HOCKEY STICKS:** (2) 16” Knee hockey sticks
- **HOCKEY BALL:** (1) Foam knee hockey ball
- **RACKETS:** (2) 20” Badminton rackets
- **BIRDIE:** (1) Badminton birdie
- **BALLS:** (1) 6” Soccer ball/volleyball and (3) Target toss balls
- **TARGET:** (1) Self-stick target
- **PUMP:** (1) Inflation pump with needle
- **DESIGN:** Middle section opens for easy storage!
- **SIZE:** Goal Size: 30.5” x 16.5” x 27”
  Net Size: 60” x 27”

**ITEM:** 60274  **PACK:** 4

3+

**PORTABLE DESIGN WITH CARRY HANDLE**

**CENTER POCKET OPENS FOR EASY STORAGE**

**EASILY CONVERTS FROM GAME TO GAME!**

**HOCKEY & SOCCER GOAL**  **BADMINTON & VOLLEYBALL NET**  **HOCKEY SHOOTOUT & TARGET TOSS**

**KNEE HOCKEY**  **HOCKEY SHOOTOUT**  **SOCCER**  **TARGET TOSS**  **VOLLEYBALL**  **BADMINTON**
**INFLATABLE SELF-STICK ARCHERY TARGET SET**

- **DESIGN:** Inflates with ease and convenience
- **ARROWS:** (3) Lab tested self-stick arrows
- **TARGET:** (1) Tri-color, 4-ring target
- **BOW:** (1) 25” master archery bow featuring an arrow guidance assist design
- **STORAGE:** Built-in bow and arrow storage pouch

**ITEM: 60182**  
**PACK: 6**  
**8+**

**OVER THE DOOR ARCHERY TARGET SET**

Play for accuracy with our 2 games in 1 double-sided archery target set!

- **DESIGN:** Sets up in seconds and hangs over the door with ease
- **ARROWS:** (3) 19” self-stick arrows
- **TARGET:** (1) Double-sided 22” self-stick door target
- **BOW:** (1) 23.5” Pre-strung bow featuring a customized handle and built-in stability chamber

**ITEM: 60201**  
**PACK: 4**  
**8+**

*FOR 60182, 60201, & 54029
CAUTION: Not for use by children without adult supervision. Caution should be taken when shooting arrows. Play in a clear area. Do not aim at eyes or face.
INDOOR ARCHERY TARGET SET

- **DESIGN:** Engineered to set up in seconds and specially designed for ultimate durability
- **ARROWS:** (3) 19” Arrows
- **TARGET:** (1) 9” Target
- **BOW:** (1) 23.5” Pre-strung bow

**ITEM:** 54029  **PACK:** 3

8+

CUSTOMIZED HANDLE DESIGN  
BUILT-IN STABILITY CHAMBER  
ADJUSTABLE TENSION CORD

KIDS INFLATABLE DART BALL

Have a blast with this dart ball game by testing your throwing accuracy and challenging your friends!

- **TARGET:** (1) 20” diameter target featuring 17 sewn-in self-stick target squares
- **BALLS:** (3) Tennis ball sized self-stick dart balls

**ITEM:** 60188  **PACK:** 6

3+

DOOR HOOK NOT INCLUDED

DARTS FOR KIDS WITHOUT ALL THE SHARP POINTS!

JUST HANG THE TARGET AND LET THE GAMES BEGIN!
TABLE TENNIS

1 STAR ABS BALLS

- **ITEM:** 57102
  - **PACK:** 12
  - **DIAMETER:** 38mm
  - **QUANTITY:** 6 Balls

- **ITEM:** 57105
  - **PACK:** 12
  - **DIAMETER:** 40mm
  - **QUANTITY:** 6 Balls

- **ITEM:** 57110
  - **PACK:** 12
  - **DIAMETER:** 40mm
  - **QUANTITY:** 6 Balls

- **ITEM:** 57100
  - **PACK:** 12
  - **DIAMETER:** 38mm
  - **QUANTITY:** 6 Balls

1 STAR ORANGE ABS BALLS

- **ITEM:** 57113
  - **PACK:** 6
  - **DIAMETER:** 40mm
  - **QUANTITY:** 6 Balls

3 STAR ABS BALLS

- **ITEM:** 57103P6
  - **PACK:** 6
  - **DIAMETER:** 40mm
  - **QUANTITY:** 6 Balls

1 STAR GLOW IN THE DARK ABS BALLS

- **ITEM:** 57114
  - **PACK:** 4
  - **DIAMETER:** 40mm
  - **QUANTITY:** 36 Balls

- **ITEM:** 57103P6
  - **PACK:** 6
  - **DIAMETER:** 40mm
  - **QUANTITY:** 12 Balls

- **ITEM:** 57105
  - **PACK:** 12
  - **DIAMETER:** 40mm
  - **QUANTITY:** 6 Balls

- **ITEM:** 57110
  - **PACK:** 12
  - **DIAMETER:** 40mm
  - **QUANTITY:** 6 Balls
INTERMEDIATE TABLE TENNIS PADDLE

- **PADDLE:** (1) 5-ply paddle with a solid wood core
- **SURFACE:** Pips-in surface with 1.5mm sponge backing
- **HANDLE:** Concave style with wood inlays
- **POWER:** Solid wood core for instant feedback

ITEM: 57201  PACK: 6

LED NET AND PADDLE SET

- **PADDLE:** (2) 5-ply paddle with a solid wood core
- **SURFACE:** Pips-in surface
- **HANDLE:** Smooth concave
- **POWER:** Solid wood core for feedback
- **BALL:** (2) 38mm High-vis glowing balls
- **NET:** Standard sized super bright LED powered net

ITEM: 54330  PACK: 2
2 PLAYER PADDLE & BALL SET
- **PADDLE:** (2) 5-ply paddles with a solid wood core
- **SURFACE:** Pips out
- **HANDLE:** Concave style with wood inlays
- **POWER:** Solid wood core for feedback
- **BALL:** (2) White 40mm 1 star
  (1) orange 40mm 1 star

ITEM: 57301S11 PACK: 4

4 PLAYER PADDLE & BALL SET
- **PADDLE:** (4) 5-ply paddles with a solid wood core
- **SURFACE:** Pips out
- **HANDLE:** Concave style with wood inlays
- **POWER:** Solid wood core for feedback
- **BALL:** (6) White 40mm 1 star
- **STORAGE:** Table side hanging

ITEM: 57304 PACK: 2

ANYWHERE TABLE TENNIS SET
- **PADDLE:** (2) 3-ply paddles with a solid wood core
- **SURFACE:** Pips out
- **HANDLE:** Laminated wood handle
- **POWER:** Solid wood core for feedback
- **BALL:** (2) White 38mm 1 star
- **STORAGE:** Auto retractable net and mesh carry bag

ITEM: 54237 PACK: 4
TABLE TENNIS NET

- **NET**: Official sized durable PU
- **CLAMP**: Quick clamp with soft rubber
- **STRENGTH**: Sturdy steel construction

**ITEM**: 54245  **PACK**: 6

---

SPYDER PONG

- **GAME**: Uniquely combines the greatest elements from multiple games
- **NET**: Quick attach net assembles in minutes. Engineered with maximum tension to generate great bounces
- **VERSATILITY**: Reversible leg stake design for indoor or outdoor play
- **ITEMS**:
  - (1) Spyder pong table with net
  - (1) 4.5in. Spyder pong ball
  - (1) 2in. Spyder pong ball
  - (2) Paddles
  - (1) Inflation pump with needle

**ITEM**: 54054  **PACK**: 1
6 PACK
SOFT TIP DARTS

- **TIP:** (6) Removable nylon
- **BARREL:** (6) Brass coated steel
- **SHAFT:** (6) Removable nylon
- **FLIGHT:** (3) Blue (3) green standard shaped nylon
- **WEIGHT:** 18 Grams

**ITEM:** 56010  **PACK:** 4
**ELECTRONIC SOFT TIP DARTBOARD**

- **TARGET**: 15" Soft tip electronic dartboard
- **DARTS**: (3) Blue nylon (3) red nylon
- **TIPS**: (6) Extra replacement soft tips
- **MODES**: (65) Game variations
- **SCORING**: Large LCD screen and loud sound effects for easy play

**ITEM: 3643**  **PACK: 6**

---

**ELECTRONIC SOFT TIP DARTBOARD CABINET**

- **TARGET**: 15" Soft tip electronic dartboard
- **DARTS**: (3) Blue nylon (3) red nylon
- **TIPS**: (6) Extra replacement soft tips
- **MODES**: (65) Game variations
- **SCORING**: Large LCD screen and loud sound effects for easy play
- **CABINET**: Plastic closing doors with built-in dart holders

**ITEM: 3644**  **PACK: 6**

---

**SLEEK CLOSURE**
BRASS STEEL TIP DARTS
- **TIP:** (3) Quality steel tips
- **BARREL:** (3) Brass coated steel
- **SECURE:** (6) Locking crush rings
- **SHAFT:** (3) Aluminum shafts (3) nylon shafts
- **FLIGHT:** (3) Black standard shape (3) black slim shape
- **MAINTENANCE:** (1) Double sided sharpener
- **WEIGHT:** 20 Grams

ITEM: 54246
PACK: 6

GUNMETAL STEEL TIP DARTS
- **TIP:** (3) Quality steel tips
- **BARREL:** (3) Gunmetal coated steel
- **SECURE:** (6) Locking crush rings
- **SHAFT:** (3) Aluminum shafts (3) nylon shafts
- **FLIGHT:** (3) Gold standard shape (3) gold slim shape
- **MAINTENANCE:** (1) Double sided sharpener
- **WEIGHT:** 25 Grams

ITEM: 54247
PACK: 6

6 PACK STEEL TIP DARTS
- **TIP:** (6) Quality steel tips
- **BARREL:** (6) Brass coated steel
- **SHAFT:** (6) Removable nylon shafts
- **FLIGHT:** (3) Red (3) black standard shaped nylon
- **WEIGHT:** 18 Grams

ITEM: 56011
PACK: 4
**PAPER DARTBOARD**
- **SIZE:** Quality 17in diameter
- **GAMES:** 2-sided design
- **MOUNTING:** Easy single hang mount
- **DARTS:** (3) Green steel tip (3) red steel tip

**BRISTLE DARTBOARD**
- **SIZE:** Official 18” diameter
- **MATERIAL:** Self-healing bristle
- **MOUNTING:** Sturdy steel bracket
- **PROTECTION:** (3) Rubber feet to protect the wall

---

**ITEM: 3600 PACK: 6**

**ITEM: 3548 PACK: 4**
FOOTBALL TARGETS
Who says football has to stay on the field? With the NFL XL Inflatable Football Target, kids have everything they need to take their football game to the next level, whether it’s in the backyard, basement, or beach.

The NFL XL Inflatable Football Target inflates to 51” tall and has 3 target holes included, making it the perfect dynamic practice partner for QB football drills, whether you’re playing solo or you’re up against another player. Throw for a touchdown or try kicking for the field goal at the top! You’re sure to score a touchdown with this starter NFL target set!

- Water-filled base for added stability
- (1) NFL XL inflatable football target with 3 target holes
- (2) 6” PVC rotation molded footballs
- (1) inflation pump with needle
- Size: 51” x 26.5 x 18.5
- Ages 3+

ITEM: 64189
PACK: 2
NEW! SCORE N’ SOUNDS™ FOOTBALL TARGET

Bring your favorite sport indoors with the over-the-door SCORE N’ SOUNDS™ Football Target! Take on the role of a professional QB and aim to pass for a touchdown or first down! Play for accuracy to avoid fumbles and interceptions. This 7-target game features electronic scoring and football stadium sounds to make you feel like you’re playing with the pros!

- Over-the-door hanging target easily attaches to most doors
- Electronic scoring and sounds!
- Features 1 & 2-player game options
- Volume adjustment levels 1-5 included
- Adjustable play times from 1-5 minutes
- (1) Electronic SCORE N’ SOUNDS™ football target
- (1) Height-adjustable over-the-door clamp
- (3) 6” PVC rotation molded footballs
- (1) Inflation pump with needle
- Size: 33.25” x 20.25”
- Ages 3+

ITEM: 64131 > PACK: 3 BATTERIES NOT INCLUDED

avicon.png

Bring your favorite sport indoors with the over-the-door SCORE N’ SOUNDS™ Football Target! Take on the role of a professional QB and aim to pass for a touchdown or first down! Play for accuracy to avoid fumbles and interceptions. This 7-target game features electronic scoring and football stadium sounds to make you feel like you’re playing with the pros!

- Over-the-door hanging target easily attaches to most doors
- Electronic scoring and sounds!
- Features 1 & 2-player game options
- Volume adjustment levels 1-5 included
- Adjustable play times from 1-5 minutes
- (1) Electronic SCORE N’ SOUNDS™ football target
- (1) Height-adjustable over-the-door clamp
- (3) 6” PVC rotation molded footballs
- (1) Inflation pump with needle
- Size: 33.25” x 20.25”
- Ages 3+

ITEM: 64131 > PACK: 3 BATTERIES NOT INCLUDED

favicon.png
**NEW! DELUXE FOOTBALL TARGET**

Take your position as quarterback and compete for the most points! Split up into teams or play solo with a football target that mimics traditional football gameplay! Aim for the touchdown to score big, or bag a first down and get 4 more throws! The target features built-in 2-player scoring so that you can keep track of your points as you complete each pass! This 5-hole deluxe target is perfect for practicing your throws and taking your offensive skills to the next level!

- Target includes 5 large scoring targets with premium mesh netting
- 2-player slide-scoring on each side post to easily keep score
- Weighted base and back support bar included for maximum stability
- Game sheet included
- (1) NFL deluxe 5-hole football target
- (1) Drawstring carry bag
- (4) 6” PVC rotation molded footballs
- (1) Inflation pump with needle
- Size: 66” x 30.5” x 30.5”
- Ages 3+

ITEM: 64140  PACK: 2

**OVER 5.5FT (167.64CM) TALL!**

**2-PLAYER SCORING**

**TARGET FEATURES 5 LARGE SCORING ZONES!**

**GAMEPLAY BASED ON TRADITIONAL FOOTBALL RULES!**

**PERFECT FOR INDOOR/OUTDOOR USE**